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1. Introduction
3-D measurement system has a wide variety of appli-

cation fields such as robot vision, computer vision and
position adjustment. In 3-D measurement system, the
sensor detects the position of projected light on the sen-
sor plane. The conventional image sensors and position
sensors such as !L,2,3] detect positions of peak intensity
to acquire the positions of projected light. This method
has some difficulties when a target object is placed in a
non-ideal environment such as a strong background il-
lumination. Correlation technique[ ] is one of solutions
to the difficulties. The correlation sensor can suppress
the background illumination to obtain a high sensitivity.
Its dynamic range is, however, limited by the linear dif-
ference circuit due to the voltage signal saturation. It
is not applicable for a strong contrast image in outdoor
environment without a optical neutral-density filter.

In this paper, we present wide dynamic range photo
detector for smart position sensor using log-response and
correlation circuit. Wide-dynamic-range position detec-
tion can be realized since this correlation technique can
detect the position of projected light without saturation.
This photo detector is designed and fabricated in O.Gplm

3-Metal 2-Poly-Si CMOS process. We report experimen-
tal results of the fabricated photo detector.

2. Pixel Circuit
Fig.1 illustrates the structure of wide dynamic range

photo detector for smart position sensor using log-
response and correlation circuit. Fig.2 shows a schematic
of this photo detector. It has a logarithmic-response
photo detector circuit and an amplifier of the photo cur-
rent swing. Photo current lpn(t) generates the voltage
Vrts(t) at the node sfg as follows:

V,ts(t) - olog lpo(t) (1)

At the sample and hold circuit, the signal ref _sw syn-
chronized with 2/s generates the voltage V,"f(t) at the
node rel when the frequency of projected light to be
detected is "fo. V,"tft) is given by
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Fig 1. Pixel structure.
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The external global signal syncL is synchronized with /s
and the signal sgncT is given by

v,un"z(t) : vsyn"rU - *l 
(B)

The analog multiplier multiplies the differential input
voltage LVsi.s by LVrn", and outputs the current lou1(t)
as follows:

Iout(t) - 16 . n\vgg(t) - nLv'rn"(t)-zz(4)
where LVsis and A7", nc are given by

AVsig _ V*is(t)-W"tU)
LV",rn" _ Vrsn"r (t) - Vryn"z(t)
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Fig 2. Schematic of a pixel.
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The output current Iout(t) is integrated at capacitance
C1 and results in the output voltage V,"t(t) as follows:

10"

rL
vout(t) = I lo,rft)dr
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(7)
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where ? is frame time. The volta1e Vout(t) increases

monotonously and the pixel is activated only when the
voltage Vris(t) has the frequency to be detected.

3. Experirnental results

We designed and fabricated the proposed photo detec-
tor in 0.6pm CMOS 3-Metal 2-Poly-Si process. Pixel size

is 321,r,mx56p,m and a photo diode occupies about 23.5%

of the pixel's area. The photo diode is formed by an n+-
diffusion in a p-substrate. The output voltage of a pixel
is compared with the external reference voltage and the
pixel is decided to be activated or not.

The measurement system is composed of the fabricated
sensor, a laser pointer (wavelength 635nm), a light pro-
jector for background illumination, a luxmeter and opti-
cal neutral-density(ND) filters. Maximum output power

of the laser pointer is 2.BmW and maximum modula-
tion frequency is lkHz. The laser intensity into the sen-

sor is controlled by ND filters. The modulated laser is
projected on the sensor plane through ND filters. The
background illumination is generated by the light pro-
jector and the intensity of the background illumination
increases slowly. Pixel is decided to be activated or not
at each background intensity The limit of position de-

tection is the background inlensity at which the pixel is
not activated though the modulated laser is projected
on the pixel. In this measurement system, the modula-
tion frequency of the laser is maximum frequency lkHz
and frame time is 5ms. The external reference voltage
of a comparator is 1.2V, which is decided by simulation
results.

Fig.3 shows the minimum laser intensity on the target
objects versus the background intensity. We also show

examples using conventional image sensor (b) and con-
ventional correlation sensor (c) in Fig.3. This experi-
mental result shows that the laser intensity can be weaker
than the background intensity and this position detection
doesn't cause saturation. For example, the laser intensity
can be about 1.5 x 104 lux in outdoor environment, where
the background intensity is about 1.0 x 105 lux in summer
season. In addition, pixels are not activated at various
background intensity in this measurement system when
the modulated laser isn't projected on the sensor plane.

In other words, the sensor with the proposed photo de-

tectors can detect the position .of the modulated laser

even if the other positions have stronger intensity.
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Fig 3. Minimum laser intensity on target objects: (a) the
proposed photo detector, (b) the conventional image sensor,

(c) the conventional correlation sensor.

4. Conclusion
We proposed wide dynamic range photo detector for

smart position sensor using log-response and correlation
circuit. We designed and fabricated this photo detec-
tor using 0.6ptm CMOS 3-Metal 2-Poly-Si process and
showed experimental results. In the 3-D measurement

system using this photo detector, the laser intensity can
be weaker than the background intensity. The position
of modulated laser can be detected even if the other
positions on the sensor plane have stronger intensity.
And also the position detection using this photo detector
doesn't cause saturation in strong background illumina-
tion. The smart position sensor using this photo detec-
tor can overcome some difficulties when a target object
is placed in a non-ideal environment such as a strong
background illumination.
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